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 knick knack

（Yoshigo Pottery Shop）

時10:00 ‒18:00
休 closed on Wednesdays

1
savory

（Musubi-ya）

☎054-353-0022
時 03:71 ‒ 00:8  
休 closed on Thursdays

（Sue-Hiro）

    

 

museum

☎054-351-6070
時  10:00 ‒18:00
休 closed on Mondays

時 8:00 ‒ 18:00
休 Open year round

3
savory

（Fukuda meat market）

5
sweet

（Nanohana）

☎054-352-1638
時  9:00 ‒19:00
休 closed on Wednesdays

☎054-352-8221
時  11:00 ‒ 18:00
休 irregular holidays

6  knick knack

Atelier-oec

7 WEEK END

☎054-354-1701
時  00:61  ‒ 00:01
休 closed on Mondays

8 cocore

時
  
10:00  ‒ 15:00

休  closed on Mon・Thu・Sat

9
sweet

風月堂

☎ 054-352-9845
時 9:00 ‒19:00（Sun 9:00~18:00）
休 closed on Wednesdays

☎054-352-0256
時   9:0 ‒ 0 18:00 (Sun 9:00~16:00）
休 Open year round

10
sweet

小松園

11
temple

梅陰禅寺

☎054-352-0995
時  00:61 ‒ 00:9  
休 Open year round

次郎長生家12
museum

☎054-353-5000
時10:00 ‒16:00 (Sun 10:00~17:00）
休 closed on Tuesdays

restaurant

（Mochi-ya）

☎054-352-5608
時  11:00 ‒18:30
休 closed on Thursdays

14
savory

（Umeno-ya）

☎054-353-1911
時  00:71 ‒ 00:6  
休 closed on Wednesdays

（Minowa-inari Shrine）

15
shrine

☎054-352-2310

13

2

restaurant

CONTACT

Felker MuseumFelker Museum

The good place of
 Jirocho Shopping Street

Produced by Otono
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Shizutetsu just line bus Miho-yamanote-sen （MIho area）「Minatobasi」getting off

Shizutetsu just line bus Yanbara-Baiinji-sen （Churei-to area）
「Bai-in-ji」getting off

Shizutetsu just line bus Miho-yamanote-sen （MIho area）「Minatobasi」getting off

Shizutetsu just line bus Yanbara-Baiinji-sen （Churei-to area）
「Bai-in-ji」getting off

（Komatsu-en） （Fugetsu-do）

（Jirocho’ s Birthplace） （Bai-in-Zenji temple）
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Sunrise 
warehouse 
district

Sunrise 
warehouse 
district

this is Japanese sweet shop that is 
established 200 years ago. The 
dorayaki ( bean jam pancake) called 
“Jiro-cho Kasa” is so big with a 15cm in 
size.    

This is the temple that has the grave of 
Jiro-cho.There is a museum inside that 
exhibits  pictures and weapons that is 
related to his life. You can get to know 
what Jiro-cho is all about.

This is typical Japanese restaurant. You 
can eat all kinds of noodles, that are 
common Japanese cuisine  ( soba, udon 
and ramen). A good place to eat lunch.   

It’s one of the branches of Fushimi-Inari  
Shrine in Kyoto. A lot of red “Tori-i” 
gates are worth seeing from a distance 
and walking into. You can also find 
various statues of fox around them. 

This is the widely famous tea shop 
selling green tea etc. There’re many 
products and sweets made from 
Japanese tea leaves. Why don’t you 
select your souvenir here?

This is the house where Jirocho was 
born. It is a traditional town house of the 
Edo period. You can also purchase 
Jirocho's products. 

You can eat one of the traditional 
Japanese foods “Oden”.It has several    
ingredients such as eggs and seafoods  
boiled and flavored with dashi. 

A reproduction of the old inn,“Sue-Hiro,” 
that Jirocho was owned. It exhibits the 
architecture and furniture at that time. 
You can fed free to enter.

A hand made rice ball shop near the 
Minato-bashi. The rice ball with Tuna 
Filling is sure to be delicious. Why don’t 
you drop in for breakfast before walking 
around this sowoly Shimizu?

Fantastic and well-designed dishes or 
cups are sold in the shop. The cup with  
the letter “Jirocho” is particularly 
popular.

A meat market has famous “Motsu-cur-
ry” which is curryb pork when tripe in it. 
you can also eat roast pork with special 
sauce that my Fukuda made.

This is an atelier where art works are 
exhibited. You can purchase artistic 
works such as pottery and lighting.

It is a long-established Japanese 
confectionery shop. You can purchase 
Japanese sweets such as daifuku(rice 
cake  with bean jam) and manju(sweet 
bun).

You can purchase various goods 
created from the pictures and the 
illustrations drawn by people with 
disabilities. You can come across the 
unique and attractive works.

A cafe where you can eat lunch. The tea 
harvested locally, and the “Shimizu- 
de-lunch” is highly recommended!

A traditional
Japanese person’s life 
that can be experienced 
in two and a half hours. 
Accessible on foot from 
the harbor.

A map can be 
seen with your 
smartphone. And 
the sound guide is 
coming soon!

Shimizu Jirocho who contributed to 
development of Shimizu. Around 
Jirochos hopping Street,there is the 
place of the house where Jirocho was 
born and the connection.

Walking around the city, you can feel 
the atmosphere of the Showa era from 
shops and nostalgic alleys. Take a walk 
in the town of Shimizu and spend a 
relaxing time.



Minato-bashi
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Minato-bashi

Ⅲ

On the walls of the warehouses, 
you can see the Izu-Ishi stones with 
slightly bluish beige, ochre, and 
marbled colour.
They're conveyed from Izu Peninsula, 
the east end of Shizuoka pref.,long 
time ago. Now they have become 
invaluable for the locals.

Izu-Ishi stones

Shimizu Jirocho
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Did you find your 
favorite place?

A traditional Japanese person’s life 
that can be experienced in two and a half 
hours. Accessible on foot from the harbor.

Shimizu Port was originally a river 
port that flourished along the 
Tomoe River. You can still see the 
storehouses of that time.

Old town atmosphere

You can see the beams of the 
building that support each other's 
houses.

Ⅱ Charm of the path

Ⅲ

There is a sidewalk along the 
Tomoe River. You can see 
seagulls and black-tailed gulls. You 
can see Mt. Fuji.

View along 
the Tomoe River

In 1868, in the midst of the Boshin 
War, "Kanrin Maru" the shogunate 
army was on board the which was 
attacked by a new government 
force at Shimizu Port. Jirocho 
collected and buried the remains 
against the new government forces, 
which prohibited the recovery of the 
remains of the shogunate army. 
"Tesshu Yamaoka", a great man at 
the end of the Edo period who was 
impressed by Jirocho's actions, 
wrote the title "brave men’ s 
tombs."

Ⅰ Brave men’s tombs

Shimizu has 
a lot of 
charm.
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Athletic playground
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S-PULSE
DREAM PLAZA The harbor

Atelier-oec

Mochi-ya

WEEK END

Satsuki Street

Shimizu Marine Road

Tomoe River

Jirocho Shopping Street

Bai-in-ji

Hinode warehouse

Brave men’s tombs

Former bank
 building　

UNIQLO

It’ s about a 15-minute walk 
from the harbor.

Jirocho was the hero in Shimizu, who lived in the toun the 
end of the Edo period to the Meiji era. He led the followers 
as a man of chivalrous spirit, fighting against rivals, and 
arbitrating fights. With the Meiji Restoration, he began to 
engage in voluntary social service. In particular, he 
contributed to the development of Shimizu Port and the 
export of Japanese tea in Shizuoka. Even now,he has been 
popular among locals widely.

Roman-kann

Shimizu marine building

S-PULSE Street

It’ s about a 30-minute walk 
from the harbor.
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